
Mood Board
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A custom mood board & floorplan for
Jenny & Stefano's bedroom

Hyppiä Homes



First, the colour palette + textures
The guiding colours for your space are warm and serene, like the sun setting after a long
day. Textures like light walnut, coffee-coloured leather, and soft knits help your bedroom
feel restorative yet unfussy. 



Now, let's set the mood

Your style is an eclectic mix of midcentury modern, bohemian, and artistic tastes. And
your bedroom should reflect that! This moodboard seeks to capture your personality while

making sure that it feels serenc and inviting after a long day.



"Rest is not idle,
not wasteful.
Sometimes rest is
the most
productive thing
you can do for
your body and
soul."
— Erica Layne



Ready to start
visualizing it all?
This floorplan helps minimize distracting
corners and draws the eye towards the most
attractive focal points of your room—like
the lovely, tall window and a sweet sitting
area.



Optimized
floorplan
The sharp corner in your room can be easily deflected
by angling the standing mirror right in front of it,
cushioned between a few baskets or more plants.
Alternatively, you can create custom shelving to fit this
space for relatively cheap, too.

Jute rugs are perfect for larger bedrooms like yours
that need to have some texture to create a cozy
environment. But jute fluff is real. Try layering a super
soft rug over top to make the whole space feel even more
inviting.



3D Perspective
A 3D rendering can help the floorplan come
to life. 

But don't forget—all furniture & art
depicted are simply placeholders as the
design tool comes with limited furniture &
art selections. 







Reflection



Now, jot down your thoughts.

We can work together on the mood
board and floorplan until it feels right.
Are there any other comments you have
to share with me?

Key pieces
Did you notice any key pieces missing from
the mood board or floorplan that you want
incorporated?

Shopping list
Up next, I can create a shopping list based
on items we deem a priority. What are the 
 top 3 items you want to invest in now and
the top 3 that can wait for later?

Colour check
Did the colours & textures feel right to
you? They should feel inspiring, warm,
and restorative.

Revisions



Thank you for sharing your space with me. 




